AHD Camera Kit (nest box)
1080p / 3MP / 4mm lens
Before you start
Unpack your camera kit and familiarise yourself with all parts.
Cables are not covered under warranty once they have been
installed so it is advisable to set the camera up indoors, ensure
you understand what goes where and everything is working
correctly before you install it.
Deciding where to site the camera
This camera can be installed in a watertight nest box, bird
aviary, hedgehog box, rabbit hutch, dog kennel or even up in
the eaves of your house, the list of possibilities is endless.
Note that you will only receive a colour video if there is enough
daylight, we also advise that you test the camera in complete
darkness to make sure the infrared range is suited to the
application and positioning.
Once you have decided where to site the camera fix the
separate U shape Camera Bracket with the two screws
provided, and then slide the camera down into it.
You can adjust the focus by loosening the tiny grub screw on
the lens barrel, then gently turning the lens left or right.
The camera angle can also be adjusted by swivelling the
camera on its own bracket then gently tighten the screws on
the sides of the camera to hold the position. Do not over
tighten them.
This camera is NOT waterproof, so it needs to be sheltered
from the weather. Always ensure cables are neatly positioned
to reduce risk of tripping or harm to wildlife.
As with any outside electrical equipment the use of a suitable
RCD trip is recommended.
Connecting the Camera

1.Connect the male yellow (video) and white (audio) to the
corresponding yellow & white on the AHD-HDMI Converter.
2.The short Splitter Cable has a female and 2x male ends,
connect a male to the DC input of the AHD-HDMI converter.
The other male on the Splitter goes into the black connector on
the end of the long cable which runs to the camera.
3.Connect the female end of the Splitter cable to the short
cable connector on the end of the mains 12v DC plug.
4.Plug an HDMI Cable (not included) into the AHD-HDMI
Converter and the other end into a spare HDMI port on your
TV/Monitor.
5. Plug in and switch on the mains plug for the AHD-HDMI
Converter / Camera. Select 720 or 1080p
6.Select the HDMI Channel on your TV that you connected to,
you will now see a live video feed from the camera.
Warranty/ Maintenance Guide
This kit has a limited 3-year camera warranty. For further
information please see T&C’s on the Gardenature website.
.
When not in use, it is recommended that your Gardenature
camera is carefully stored away to help keep it in good
condition. During cold weather use, we recommend you leave
the camera power supply switched on 24/7.
Should you require any assistance please email or call us.
Kit Contents:

To get the cable to your TV you will need to drill a 20mm hole
through your wall, window frame or airbrick to carefully feed
the cable into the house. Do not be tempted to trap it in a
window closure. For further guidance please visit our website
and go to the ADVICE page where you will find a short video.
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AHD Camera with audio.1080p / 3MP / 4mm Lens
Quick Release Camera Bracket
AHD-HDMI Converter
Weatherproof Cable (optional length)
Short Splitter Cable
12vDC PSU. Regulated Power Supply
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